Processing instructions

Toilet panel |

PRO-T20XS / PRO-T20 / PRO-T20XL

The ideal finish for your toilet mounting frame
The VIDI®board-PRO toilet panel is universally applicable on any toilet mounting frame. The toilet panel is equipped with recesses
for drainage, supply and fastening. Despite its low weight, the toilet panel is very stable and load-bearing. The toilet panel is also
the ideal substrate for all types of tiling, because the panel has a reinforcing membrane on both sides in a special mortar coating.
The VIDI®board-PRO toilet panel is available in 3 sizes and can be adapted to the chosen toilet casing.
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Cut or saw the toilet panel to the required size. Use a knife, multitool,
handheld circular saw or jigsaw.
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Use a knife or multitool to cut
or saw a suitable cut-out for
the control panel in the correct
position.
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Glue and affix the side and
top panels at all the joints with
VIDI®fix sealant and adhesive.

Corresponding fitting plates (PRO-PPK 20 and PRO-PPL 20) are available for each toilet
panel size, for quick and secure finishing of the top or side of the toilet conversion.
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Use VIDI®fix sealant and
adhesive to glue the toilet
panel to the mounting frame.
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Then mechanically fasten the plate with the screws and rosettes provided.
Mount the screws at a sufficient distance from the edge. Screw them in
until the tops of the rosettes are flush with the surface of the toilet panel.
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Before applying the tile adhesive, apply
self-adhesive tissue mesh tape (PRO-WGB 100)
to all joints and seams. Ensure a
dust-free surface.

DO NOT prime the toilet plate; after the reinforcement has
been applied, it can be tiled without further prior treatment.
Note: if a tile size smaller than 15 x 15 cm is used, please
contact us for additional advice. Always use cement-based
powder glue for non-absorbent shard tiles. In consultation
with the adhesive supplier, it is possible to switch to paste
adhesive in the case of absorbent shard tiles. Carefully follow
all the processing instructions for the adhesive and grouting
materials. The toilet bowl can only be installed once the tile
adhesive and grouting mortar have hardened. If you have any
doubts or questions, please contact one of our advisors.
Alongside the product warranty, VIDI®board-PRO also offers a system
guarantee on construction, sealing and adhesion. Please contact one
of our advisors for information and advice: +31 (0)570 50 38 30
or by email on info@vidiboard.nl
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